
PJs Rentals 
813 Smith Ave. 
Prattville, Al 36067 
Skye (334) 380-4132 
Office (334) 361-0470 
Fax (334) 361-0481 
Email: pjsrentals@aol.com  

 

Instructions 
 

  
Safety 

 
 All inflatables units must be supervised by a responsible adult. 

 Do not use any inflatable units if wind exceeds 15 mph. 
Clear all occupants from unit and cut off blowers until wind subsides.  

 Do not use inflatable units when raining. 
Clear all occupants from unit. Cut off, unplug and push blower and power cord close to the exterior wall of the unit. When unit 

become deflated, tuck the motor and cord under the vinyl. When rain subsides, pull blowers back out and plug back in.  
*Bounce House interiors become extremely slippery when wet, the flooring should always be towel dried before allowing kids back 

in. 

 Manufacture Age Recommendation 3+ years old on all units. 
Always separate usage time by age groups in bounce house units to avoid injuries.  

Smaller kids should NEVER occupy a bounce unit with bigger kids. 

 Bounce house weight limit: 1000lbs /occupancy max: 10 kids 

 

 

 

Rules 
 

 Canned spray string (silly string) strictly prohibited including participants who may have the 

canned spray string on them from prior play. 
It will cause permanent damage to the integrity of the inflatables units. Customer will be charged for full replacement value of the unit 

if evidence of canned spray string is found on inflatables when picked-up or when customer returns unit. 

 Occupants need to remove shoes before entering an inflatable unit. 

 No food or drinks allowed in inflatable units 

 Remove all sharp objects from pockets before entering  

 No smoking on or near inflatable units. 
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Weather Worry Free Policy Details: 

All Cancelations will receive a 100% refund prior to delivery of unit. 

If canceled on or after delivery you will be charged for a minimum of 1 hour rental time. 

Lastly, if weather interferes with your plans, you must call *334-380-4132 at the time the unit can no 

longer be used. You will receive a refund for the remainder of useable hours. Refunds will be issued 

through the office by check; and can be picked up in the office or mailed to you. 

Office Hours: 8am-4pm Tues-Fri / CLOSED Sat, Sun and Mon. 

 

*Please call 334-380-4132 and leave a message. Messages are monitored 24/7. We will return your 

call upon receiving the message. 


